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Only mothers can think of the future because they give birth to it in their children 

MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN, 
AHMEDABAD BRANCH OF WIRC OF ICAI 

 

Dear Students, 

 

As we welcome the month of May, where the summer sun boils 
down and the temperatures soar – the activities at Ahmedabad 
branch continue with a roar!  
April 2021 was an enriching month as we had conducted a number 
of programs for professional development, launched “Food kit at 
your doorstep” a drive to support those Chartered Accountants, 
students and their family members who are home quarantined due 
to COVID-19, undertook three special vaccination drives (incl. Tika Utsav on 14th April), launched 
our Mega Health & Fitness Initiative – MOVEMENT 73, conducted our first ever GST series for 
students, other knowledge enhancing seminars like TDS / TCS workshops, bank audit sessions 
and initiated the Blood donation drive (at your doorstep) and Plasma Donation drive at 
Ahmedabad Branch.  
 
I am very happy to share that since March 2021, we have conducted Eight vaccination drives, 
where more than 1,750 CA members & family members of CA Students have received 
vaccination. I would express my sincere gratitude to CA Jainik Vakil, Municipal Councilor and past 
chairman of Ahmedabad Branch, for the guidance and tie up with AMC. Members, Students and 
even non-members are also taking benefit of our “Food kit at your doorstep” initiative which 
started from April 12, 2021. Since its inception, we have had 3,108 food kits (lunch & dinner) 
delivered across the city of Ahmedabad. We have also started an initiative called “We Care” 
where the members of our managing committee meet the senior members at their office to take 
suggestions / guidance / blessings and also to take feedback as to how branch can help them. 
Our visits to a few senior members have been extremely enriching and we are thankful to them 
for giving their valuable time and suggestions.    
 
April 2021 will also be remembered for the grand launch of MOVEMENT 73 – a Fitness Carnival! 
On 18th April, 2021 we had a mega launch of the movement with special address of the Hon’ble 
President of ICAI CA Nihar Jambusariaji & Hon’ble Vice President of ICAI CA Debashis Mitraji, 
motivational address by our brand ambassador Shri Sangram Singhji and our fitness ambassador 
Ms. Sapna Vyas with participation of 1,825 members and 14 branches of ICAI. As I write, we have 
2,085 registered participants with 40 branches of ICAI join us for this mega health & fitness 
initiative of Ahmedabad Branch. This innovative program, which was ideated before two months 
and supported & collaborated by branches across the country, will surely make everyone 
adaptable to a new and healthy lifestyle. I am thankful to each and every chairman and MCM of 
the branches that have joined us for reposing their faith in us. I am also very happy to inform that 
the Fit India Mission Directorate has approved our request for using the 'FIT INDIA' logo in our 
communications/ outdoor media channels for the event. We can use
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Motherhood is the exquisite inconvenience of being another person’s everything 

 the hashtag #NewIndiaFitIndia and also tagline "Fitness ki Dose Aadha Ghanta Roz" on our 
campaign flyers and participation certificates. We are proud to have Red FM 93.5, Fit Formance, 
Fitness Experts & Nimba Nature cure as our event partners. The registration for the movement 
is still on, so those who want to join this unique health carnival, please register at the earliest.  
 
For the month of May, we have several sessions planned on the skill development for students, 
sessions on economy & technology, Ind AS, GST & Income Tax sessions, Educational visits / 
Industrial visits (depending upon the COVID situation) and many more technical sessions to help 
students learn, unlearn and relearn the ever-changing laws. In these uncertain times, let’s stay 
connected and help each other to the maximum extent possible. Ahmedabad Branch is always 
with you and we are all always available for any assistance / support that you or your family 
members may require. 
 
By the time you receive this Newsletter, we would be celebrating Gujarat Day & Maharashtra 
Day. These two states have continuously contributed to the greater good of our Nation and we 
are proud to be a part of them. Let us take a leaf from history and do our own personal bit to 
contribute to our Nation. In the words of Mahatma Gandhi, “consciously or unconsciously, every 
one of us does render some service or other. If we cultivate the habit of doing this service 
deliberately, our desire for service will steadily grow stronger, and will make, not only our own 
happiness, but that of the world at large.” 
 

Regards, 
CA Harit Dhariwal 
Chairman, 
Ahmedabad Branch of WIRC of ICAI 
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There is no role in life that is more essential than that of motherhood 

MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN, 
AHMEDABAD BRANCH OF WICASA OF ICAI 

Greetings to all our dear students!!  

This month of April has witnessed many challenges which are never 
thought before in the second wave of COVID 19. The demon of 
COVID-19 spreading very fast. Many states are locking down the 
various establishments, running of trains and flights. With 
Ahmedabad being the most impacted district, we need to still stand 
strong. These are challenging times that we are living in. The fight 
against the pandemic COVID-19 has necessitated drastic measures 
to be taken. So dear Students it’s the time to sharpen our skills and 
introspect in oneself.  The most wonderful way to sharpen the same 
is read a lot.  

This is how Warren Buffett, one of the most successful people in the business world, describes 
his typical day: “I just sit in my office and read all day.” 
 Sitting. Reading. Thinking. Buffett credits many of his successful decisions to his incredible 
reading habit. He estimates that he spends as much as 80 percent of his day reading and thinking. 
In a 2014 letter to Berkshire 

So dear students, availability of this free time presents the perfect opportunity to brush up our 
skills. A day not learning is a day wasted. The exams are postponed due to current situation, but 
Students appearing for exams don’t become complacent and distract from studies. They should 
focus of studying hard and make better preparation for same.   

WICASA Ahmedabad is already inched up in every corner for the students. The mock tests are 
conducting is most smoothly way. Various lectures have been conducted for the practical 
development of students, starting from GST series, Bank audit Session, IND AS and many more 
are going to come in next month.  

Healthy mind lives in Healthy body, and Healthy body makes Healthy India. So, Ahmedabad 
branch has started with Movement 73 on 18th April to make you fitter and immune. So, students 
are requested to take the benefit of same also.  

Coming to COVID, the situation calls for maintaining mental equilibrium and we must remember 
to motivate each other and keep the morale of the entire family and friends up in testing times 
like this. We as Team WICASA are making commendable efforts to make your lockdown 
interesting and fruitful. Ahmedabad WICASA army even managing various other activities for 
social betterment like the blood donation, Plasma donation and food distribution to all needy 
people.  
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Only mothers can think of the future because they give birth to it in their children. 

 

Formal education will make you a living; self-education will make you a fortune. —Jim Rohn 

So, this is the time to self-educate our self and support each other. 

Just remember the golden days are waiting for us. Stay Safe and Stay Happy!! 
 

Stay Safe and Stay Happy!! 

Happy learning!! 
 
Thanking you, 
CA Rahul Maliwal 
Chairman,
Ahmedabad Branch of WICASA of ICAI 
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Mother is the heartbeat in the home; and without her, there seems to be no heartthrob 

MESSAGE FROM VICE-CHAIRMAN, 
AHMEDABAD BRANCH OF WICASA OF ICAI 

प्रिय प्रित्रो, 

 

आशा करता हूं आप सब आपने पररवार सप्रित खुश और सुरप्रित है। 

आज की यह पररस्थिप्रत देख के िुझे एक कहानी याद आती है, वो इस 

तरह िी की एक राजा ने अपने दरबार िें आए हुए एक सूंत से यह पूछा 

की, िहाराज िुझे कुछ ऐसा कहो की प्रजससे सुनके अगर िैं दुखी हूं तो 

खुश हो जाऊूं  और अगर िैं खुश हूं तो दुखी हो जाऊूं  ।  

 

सारे दरबारी खािोश होके सोचने लगे, तब वह सूंत ने बडी नम्रता  बोले 

"यह भी बीत जाएगा" ।  

 

और सूंत की यह बात प्रबलकुल सच है , चाहे दुख हो याूं सुख उसका एक अपना सिय होता है, सिय अपना 

कततव्य हिेशा प्रनभाता है। 

 

बस आप सभी को यही कहना चाहता िा की प्रहम्मत रस्खए, अपनो का साि दीप्रजए, यह िुस्िलें भी बीत 

जाएूं गी। 

 

यह िहीना िेरे प्रलए और हि सब के प्रलए बहोत ही खास है क्ोूंप्रक इस िहीने िें एक प्रदन हि िानते है िदसत 

डे के नाि से। वैसे तो पूरी प्रजूंदगी भी काफी नही ूं है अगर बात करनी हो िाूं के बारे िें करनी हो तो, पर कभी 

बोल नही पाते।  

 

है कुछ सवाल जो हिेशा िेरी के प्रलए िेरे िन िें उिड आते है, कैसे इतना प्यार जाता लेती हो ? कैसे सबका 

खयाल रख लेती हो ? कैसे िेरी हर गलप्रतयोूं को िाफ कर िेरी हर बात िान लेती हो ? िेरे अस्ित्व की, िेरे 

दाप्रयत्व की एक ही वजह है िेरी िाूं । 

 

िैं आज जो कुछ भी हूं िाूं, बस उन्ही को वजह से हूं । यह बात िैं आज इसप्रलए बोल रहा हूं क्ोूं की जो िाूं 

अपने बच्चो को हािोूं से खाना स्खलाती िी आज वोह िाूं अपने बच्चोूं से दो प्रदन िें एक बार बात करके भी 

अपना िन भर लेती है । अपनी हर एक खुशी अपने बच्चो की ख्वाप्रहशोूं के बाद रखती है । िाूं, प्रजससे 

शायद अपने खाने याूं सोने की प्रफक्र न हो पर घर िें कोई भूखा न रहे इस बात की बडी प्रफक्र रहती है ।

 

 

हि सब इतनी बडी और िहूंगी सू्कल और कॉलेज िें पढे पर जीना तो िाूं ने प्रसखाया। िाूं के बगैर दुप्रनया ऐसी 

है जैसे प्रबना खुशबू के फूल, प्रबना स्वाद का खाना आसान भाषा िें कहूं तो बेितलब।  

 

हि िें से ऐसे कई लोग है जो अपनी CA की पढाई करने के प्रलए आज घर से दूर शहरोूं िें रह रहे है, िें भी 

उन िें से एक हूं। जब सुबह सर पर हाि सहला के उठाने वाला कोई नही ूं होता, जब हाि िैं दूध का ग्लास 

पकडकर बार बार बोल कर दूध प्रपलाने वाला कोई नही ूं होता, जब गलती हो जाए तो साूंत्वना देने वाला कोई 
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My mother was my role model before I even knew what that word was. 

नही होता, सिझने वाला कोई नही होता, घर तो जाते है पर घर पर इूंतजार करने वाला कोई नही होता, तब 

बहोत याद आती है िाूं की ।  

 

िाूं के इस प्रनस्वाित प्यार को िेरा शत शत निन।  

 

आज के प्रदन िैं िेरी िाूं से बस यह कहना चाहूंगा प्रक 

 

घुटनोूं से रेंगते-रेंगते, 

कब पैरो पर खडा हुआ| 

तेरी ििता की छाव िे, 

जाने कब बडा हुआ| 

 

कला प्रटका दूध िलाई, 

आज भी सब कुछ वेसा है| 

िें ही िें हूँ हर जगह, 

प्यार ये तेरा कैसा है? 

 

सीधा साधा भोला भला, 

िें ही सबसे अच्छा हूँ| 

प्रकतना भी हो जाऊ बडा, 

िाूँ! आज भी िें तेरा बच्चा हूँ| 

 

शुप्रक्रया िाूं िुझे अपना बेटा बनाने के प्रलए । 

 

जयप्रकश लता मोटवानी 

उपाध्यि,   

पप्रििी भारत सनदी लेखाकार छात्र सूंघ, 

अहिदाबाद शाखा 
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To describe my mother would be to write about a hurricane in its perfect power 

MESSAGE FROM SECRETARY, 
AHMEDABAD BRANCH OF WICASA OF ICAI 

Very Warm Greetings to Everyone, 

It is always a pleasure to write for WICASA Newsletter, to 
somehow connect with you all. 

But this month’s message is the a special one ! Because in this 
month, We Celebrate the one person who is THE MOST 
IMPORTANT in our World. In my opinion not just 1 day, Every 
day should be celebrated for her because she deserves every 
bit of it, from raising us, taking care of us, protecting us, 
teaching us and Always being at our side. Mother – is the 
ultimate origin of warmth and peace. I wanted to take this opportunity to show my love towards 
my Maa. Don’t forget to wish your mother, A Very Happy Mother’s Day and make her day 
actually happy, not just one day but everyday ! 

Like our mother has always protected us from everything, we need to take that forward and 
protect people around us, Join WICASA ARMY to help those who are in need by filling this form 
https://tinyurl.com/WICASA-ARMY 

Be Responsible and Get Vaccinated, Register at https://selfregistration.cowin.gov.in/welcome 

But before getting Vaccinated, make sure you Donate Blood as you will not be able to do the 
same for almost 3 months after the date of 1st Dose of your Vaccination, For donating blood at 
your door step fill this form : https://tinyurl.com/DONATE-BLOOD-AT-ICAIAHMEDABAD  

And if you have been tested for Covid Positive in past, then save a soul by Donating Plasma at 
https://tinyurl.com/DONATE-PLASMA-AT-ICAIAHMEDABAD  

“When the going gets tough, the Tough gets going” 
Be determined to beat Covid-19 by Staying at home, Together we will fight this Pandemic and 
come out of it stronger than ever! 
 

Safe Wishes for All ! 
 
Regards, 
Khushi Kankana Chakravorty 
Secretary, 
Ahmedabad Branch of WICASA of ICAI 
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Motherhood is the biggest gamble in the world. It is the glorious life force. It’s huge and scary – it’s an 
act of infinite optimism 

MESSAGE FROM TREASURER, 
AHMEDABAD BRANCH OF WICASA OF ICAI 

 

Dear Friends/Covid-19 warriors, 
oṃ sarve bhavantu sukhinaḥ 

sarve santu nirāmayāḥ 

sarve bhadrāṇi paśyantu mā kaścidduḥ khabhāgbhaveta। 

oṃ śāntiḥ śāntiḥ śāntiḥ॥ 

(Meaning:- May all sentient beings be at peace, may no 
one suffer from illness, May all see what is auspicious, 

may no one suffer. Om shanti, shanti, shanti.) 
I hope you all are fit and healthy, as we all know since last 
year we all are fighting with such global pandemic of COVID’19 and I can surely say that 
we will definitely win this fight against such pandemic. In this dire epidemic Ahmedabad 
WICASA continuously work for transcendence of CA fraternity. In continuation of 
transcendence WICASA Ahmedabad came up with many initiatives as follows:- 

- A series of webinar on vital topics of different-different subjects, which 

cover theoretical as well as practical aspect of knowledge. 

- Mock test series for students appearing in upcoming exam. 

- Organize Movement 73 a fitness carnival together with CASAs of across 

the nation as well as outside India people also joined in this movement. 

- Introduce Break the chain program and request all practicing CAs to allow 

their staff to work from home.  

Apart from the above WICASA Ahmedabad also come forward to fulfill its responsibility 
towards society in such epidemic and launch a COVID’19 ARMY and started many social 
activities like:- 

- Medicine supply  

- Food supply  

- Blood Donation  

- Plasma Donation  

- Cab service for Covid's patients etc. 

WICASA Ahmedabad also sharing positive quotes that will help to be mentally strong and 
positive which is primary requirement of contemporary situations. Lastly, I would like to 
say that Don’t lose hope and never stop your learnings. 
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When you are looking at your mother, you are looking at the purest love you will ever know. 

 
 

“હતો હ ું  સ તો પારણે પ ત્ર નાનો, રડ ું  છેક તો રાખત ું કોણ છાનો; મને દ :ખી દેખી દ :ખી કોણ થાત ું, 

મહાહેતવાળી દયાળી જ માાઁ ત ું” 
 

“ભગવત તો ભજીને સઉ ભવસાગર તરીયા, નામ ર ેજપીને પરમેશ્વર પણ મળીયા; હે તાર ેખોળલે 

ખેલવા હ ું  મ ગતી ન માુંગ , તારાથી કર ેદૂર એવી ભગતી ન માુંગ ” 
 
Dedicated to my First love, My Mother 
 

With profound regards, 
Akshat Shah 
Treasurer,  
Ahmedabad Branch of WICASA of ICAI 
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My Mother: She is beautiful, softened at the edges and tempered with a spine of steel. I want to grow 
old and be like her 

MESSAGE FROM 

MANAGING COMMITTEE MEMBER,  
AHMEDABAD BRANCH OF WICASA OF ICAI  

It's been a great journey being a part of WICASA 
Ahmedabad and getting an opportunity to serve 
students to enrich their knowledge and skills. We all 
know that in this pandemic, we can never thank enough 
the services provided to us by Doctors and Policemen, 
similarly we can never ever thank enough or pay back 
the same to our Mothers as they work the whole year 
selflessly without any pay. With this, would like to 
dedicate few lines to the one who brought us to this 
beautiful world:- 
 
A mother who always cares, 
A mother who's always there. 
A mother who always prays, 
A mother who always stays. 
When things get rough, When life gets tough, 
When all is just too much to bear, God's Word she shares. 
God's light she shines. So blessed God made mother. 
 
I hope everyone is keeping safe in the current situation. Stay home, Stay Safe, 
Stay Healthy. 

 

Regards, 
Radhika Dhanuka 
Managing Committee Member,  
Ahmedabad Branch of WICASA of ICAI 
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Mother is the name for God in the lips and hearts of little children 

MESSAGE FROM 

MANAGING COMMITTEE MEMBER,  
AHMEDABAD BRANCH OF WICASA OF ICAI  

 
 

તારા દેહથી દેહ ઘડ્યો તેં, 

સીુંચ્યો એને શોણણતથી; 
  

શૈશવ મારું  શણગાય ું તેં, 

મધઝરુંતા ગીતોથી! 
  

પા-પા પગલી શીખવાડી તેં, 

જીવન ભય ું, તો જીતોથી!  
  

અણઘડ મારા આયખામાું, 

રુંગ ભયાું ત ેપ્રીતોથી! 
  

તારું  ણદલ ‘મા’ સદાય ખ લલ ું, 

ના ઘેરાયલે ભીુંતોથી! 
  

ચૂકવાય નહીું ઋણ તારું , મા!, 

સોના ચાુંદી ણકશ્તોથી  
 
 

Regards, 
Vrajkumar Deepa Choksi 
Managing Committee Member,  
Ahmedabad Branch of WICASA of ICAI  
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"No one works harder than a mother. No one loves harder than a mother. 
No one can replace my mother!" 

MESSAGE FROM CHIEF-EDITOR 

& MANAGING COMMITTEE MEMBER, 
AHMEDABAD BRANCH OF WICASA OF ICAI 

 

Dear Readers, 

 

“Either write something worth reading or do 
something worth writing.”  

 --Benjamin Franklin 
 

Ahmedabad Branch of WICASA is here with the 
Newsletter of the month. I feel immense pleasure 
while presenting this Newsletter to our readers and 
Nation builders. As it contains knowledgeful and 
informative content. This monthly Journal will 
definitely enhance reader's knowledge. 
 
Habit of reading adds more to your personality. Reading is an exercise for the mind. It 
helps to calm down and relax, opening doors of new knowledge to enlighten your mind 
and through this Newsletter WICASA Ahmedabad trying to keep you connected and 
updated with our all the activities. WICASA Ahmedabad makes this e-Newsletter every 
month. We will love to hear your thoughts about it and also contributions are always 
welcomed. I appreciate the efforts taken by the content providers of this Newsletter. 
WICASA is a platform for the students and by the students. Hope to get your reviews and 
a huge number of write-ups next time. Kindly mail your contribution, achievements, etc. 
on wicasaahmedabad@icai.org. The Editorial Team will publish the best contribution at 
its own discretion. I extend warm thanks to the Editorial Team for their hard work to 
publish this Newsletter. 
 
These are unsettling times and COVID-19 is clearing impacting our personal and 
professional lives, and those that we love. I wanted to wish you, your loved ones and 
fellow colleagues, safe passage through this difficult period. WICASA Ahmedabad has also 
taken many initiatives jointly with ICAI Ahmedabad such Blood Donation at your 
Doorstep, Plasma Donation Drive, Food Distribution & many more aiming to help 
everyone. Please take care, stay positive and find sometime for having fun and smiling. It 
is challenging operating under the current restrictions; however, I am confident we will 
get through this, together.  
 

mailto:wicasaahmedabad@icai.org
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"No one works harder than a mother. No one loves harder than a mother. 
No one can replace my mother!" 

And this month all are celebrating mother’s day, which we Indians celebrate every day.  

MAA, म ाँ के लिए क्य  लिख ूं, म ाँ ने मुझे खुद लिख  है! 

है एक कर्ज र्ो हर दम सव र रहत  है, वो म ाँ क  प्य र है, सब पर उध र रहत  है। 
र्ज्ब त अिग है पर ब त तो एक हैं, उन्हे म ाँ कह  य  भगव न ब त तो एक है। 

 
Every mother deserves the best. Wishing all the mothers in the world a day full of 
happiness joy. Happy Mother’s Day!
 
At the end, I want to share a fantastic quote: 

“Strength grows, when we dare, 
Unity grows, when we pair, 

Love grows, when we share & 
Relationship grows, when we care.” 

 

Thanks & Regards, 
Divya S. Jain 
Chief Editor & Managing Committee Member, 
Ahmedabad Branch of WICASA of ICAI 
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A mother is your first friend, your best friend, your forever friend 

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT FOR NEWSLETTER 

Best Article of Month 

• Every month from the articles published in newsletter, one article shall be announced as Best 

Article of the Month. 

• The photo and details of candidate whose article has been awarded as best article of the month shall 

be published in next month newsletter. 

• During the year all the Best articles of month will be deemed nominated for Best Article of the 

Year. 

Best Article of the Year 

• Three articles amongst nominated articles shall be declared as Best Articles of the year at the end 

of year. 

• The photo and details of candidate whose article has been awarded as best article of the year shall 

be published in newsletter of August 2021. 

RULES & FORMAT FOR ARTICLE 

• Candidates shall submit their Articles on official mail id i.e., wicasaahmedabad@icai.org. 

• Last Date of Submission of articles: 20th of the month. 

• Subject of Mail shall be “Article for the Newsletter”. 

• Every candidate is required to mention Name, Registration No., Stage of CA curriculum pursuing, 

Name of the Firm (if pursuing articleship), contact number and topic of Article in the body of mail. 

• Every candidate is required to attach PDF and WORD File of the Article. 

• Candidates are advised to use Font: Calibri because newsletter shall contain the same font and font 

size should remain 12. 

• Formatting of the article may change in order to bring the uniformity in newsletter. 

• Best Article of the Month and Best Article of the Year will be announced as and when required. 

• Format of the Article should be like as below: 

1. Title: The name of the subject of the article, or the topic of the Article. It must be short. 

2. Introduction: Present the background of your study, introduce your topic and aim, and give an 

overview of the Article. 

3. Definitions: Difficult terms needs to be defined for better understanding of the topic (suggested). 

4. Purpose: What you exactly want to convey through the Article should be mentioned as purpose. 

5. Main Body: This comprises of the main content of the topic that means more details about the topic. 

6. Analysis: Try to demonstrate your critical thinking ability and throw light on important points. 

Mention your key take away or findings. 

7. Conclusion: Give the essence of every paragraph in short and discuss them to the point. 

8. Reference: If the information is taken from somewhere then source of the same needs to be mention 

in the Article. 

9. Student Details: Students are required to send their Name, Registration No., Stage of CA 

Curriculum pursuing, Name of the Firm (if pursuing Articleship) and a Student’s Photo. 

• For all the creative minds, if writing is not your cup of tea, you may highlight your creativity 

skills by sending your art to us. Since, creativity has no fixed parameters so, you can send to us: 

drawing, painting, poem, photographs and all the art work which is unusual in your way!  

 

mailto:wicasaahmedabad@icai.org
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Corporate News: Zomato eyes raising 1.1 billion USD through IPO, files DHRP 

 

HOW RBI CONTROLS INFLATION? 

 
 

NAME - PRATHAM AGARWAL (CA FINAL STUDENT) 
SRN - WRO0625150 

FIRM NAME - B KABRA & CO. 
 

 
The problem of Inflation is always attributable to the developing countries where the economy 
mainly relies on government infusions. India is no different as it has always been classified as an 
inflationary country where the total demand has always exceeded the total supplies of the 
country, which ultimately causes the rise in prices of goods or services.  

There are several reasons for this disparity between the demand and supply. However, the main 
reasons are as follows –  

a) Unequal Income Distribution 
b) Vast Population 

The above two issues are the main reason for such disparity between the demand and supply. 
The unequal income distribution leads to increase the gap between the rich and poor and the 
other one leads to the shortfall of the production when compared with consumption. 

More than 60% of the Indian population resides in the rural area. So, the price rise of necessary 
commodities directly affects the poor and middle class families. When the prices rise or value of 
money falls, some groups gain, some lose and some stand in between. So, to stabilize the price 
and control these types of inflationary effects, which affect both, producers and consumers 
directly, RBI was formed to manage such issues.  
 

THE RESERVE BANK OF INDIA 
The Reserve Bank of India or Banker’s Bank or Lender of Last Resort is the central banking 
organization of India. It is the apex bank who controls the monetary policy and other financial 
sector of the nation.  

The RBI as a Banker’s Bank and Lender of Last Resort works as 
an umbrella to the financial sector of the nation. In addition 
to the traditional functions, the Central Bank of India also 
looks after Promotional and Development activities where by 
it ensures stability in the economy, proper flow of funds, 
restricting unethical financial practices.  
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Corporate News: Dr Reddy’s receives approval for restricted emergency use of Sputnik V 

For any developing country the 
role and functions of the central 
bank are the most important for 
economic growth and stability. 
From regulating the Banking 
System of the India to Debt 
Management of the Government, 
RBI handles a vast array of 
responsibilities. 

INFLATION 
Inflation is the mismatch between total supply and total demand and also of the policy 
framework and implementation. Many sources—industrial and agricultural sector, corporate, 
laborers, households and government contribute to the aggregate demand in an economy.  

It is argued that Excess Demand is one of the 
major factors giving rise to inflation. 

Demand - Pull inflation is caused when the 
supply in the market is not able to match the 
demand. There are many factors causing 
the demand to rise like increase in money 
supply and/or huge amount of public 
expenditure may lead to higher amount of 
disposable income. These factors result in 
escalating the total money supply in an 
economy, thus giving rise to inflation. 

The consequence of inflation is the 
unjustified transfer of wealth from poor to the rich- the poor and the middle class suffer to the 
fixed nature of their income even as the prices skyrocket, whereas industrialists, traders, 
businessmen with their variable income gain heaps.  

Inflation leads to many negative effects like fall in purchasing power and erosion in the real value 
of money. It also leads to risk and uncertainty, especially regarding the future purchasing power 
of money which discourages savings and investments.  
 

TRADITIONAL APPROACH OF CORRECTING INFLATION – MONETARY POLICY  
 

1. INTEREST RATE 

a. Repo Rate ▲ 

b. Reverse Repo Rate ▲ 

c. Bank Rate ▲ 
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Corporate News: NCLT admits insolvency plea against OYO unit, firm challenges it. 

Increase in these interest rates means that the RBI is making it expensive for the 
commercial banks to borrow money (in case of reverse repo rate, lucrative to keep 
the deposits in RBI), thus limiting the injection of money in the market. RBI does this 
to decrease the liquidity in the market.  
 

2. RESERVE RATIO 

a. Cash Reserve Ratio ▲ 

b. Statutory Liquidity Ratio ▲ 

If there is increase in the reserve ratios, the total amount of deposits left with 
commercial banks which it can give as commercial loans decreases and hence there is 
reduction in the loan granting capacity of the banks. RBI uses this instrument for credit 
control in the market. 
 

3. OPEN MARKET OPERATIONS 
Open Market Operations implies the purchase or sell Government securities from or 
to the public by RBI. To control inflation, the RBI sells the securities in the money 
market which sucks out excess liquidity from the market. As the amount of liquid cash 
decreases, demand goes down. This part of monetary policy is called the open market 
operation. 
 

4. SELECTIVE CREDIT CONTROL 
The Banking Regulation Act empowers the RBI to control the level and pattern of 
advances given by banks, selectively. The RBI has been operating selective credit 
control to contain inflation of goods that are short in supply or sensitive goods like 
food grains, vegetables, pulses, oilseeds, cotton, sugar, gur, khansari, etc which are of 
mass consumption. 
 

LIMITATIONS OF THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH 
➢ Limited Financial Inclusion in the country 
➢ High Instability in the Stock Market 
➢ Less effective to global economy (where the inflation is due to globalisation) 
➢ More oriented towards welfare of poor  
➢ Credit Squeezing Policies affect the Foreign Investment 

 

BEYOND MONETARY POLICIES 
a) Environment for Investment and Growth: RBI must 

take urgent steps to provide money at appropriate 

interest rate so as to encourage favourable 

environment for investment and growth of any 

economy. An attempt to tame inflation at the cost of 

growth and development objectives is unacceptable. 
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Corporate News: Tata to finally enter online grocery with CCI nod to BigBasket stake deal 

b) Redirecting Foreign funds: RBI is empowered and should make regulations to direct these 

funds, indirectly or directly to uplift the neediest and weak sectors like agriculture and 

SMEs. Such steps would help farmers and small-medium entrepreneurs acquire funds 

without much trouble, either through loans or investments, even with high interest rates 

and CRR. This would help strengthen the supply side to meet the ever-rising demands. 

 

c) Redirecting Government funds: RBI’s policy of redirecting funds may also guide the 

Government as Government’s Banker to focus on the infrastructure sector which is the 

back-bone of production. Development of required infrastructure is needed to pump 

supply. 

 

d) Promoting Private-Public Partnerships: RBI together with the Government can develop 

policies to encourage public-private partnership in required sectors and projects. It has 

been observed that private-public partnership is much more successful than the State 

handling certain sectors. 

 

e) Inflation Targeting Policy: RBI may also adopt the recent Inflation Targeting Policy where 

the RBI has to make an assessment and then make effort to push the current rate to the 

targeted rate of inflation by various monetary tools. 
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When you are looking at your mother, you are looking at the purest love you will ever know 

ZIPPY ZONE – RIDDLES 

Rules for Riddles 
• Solution of the Riddles shall be submitted by 10th of the month. 

• Only one mail from candidate shall be allowed. Repetitive mails from single candidate will amount to 
disqualification. 

• Solution shall be sent on Official Mail ID wicasaahmedabad@icai.org. 

• Subject line of such mail shall be “Solution of Riddle”. 

• Solution shall be either hand written in paper and then photo of such solution shall be shared through e-mail 

or it can be solved on digital devices like Laptop, Mobile phones and like devices then screenshot of such 

solution shall be shared on mail. 

• Image or screenshot as may be applicable shall be clear and visible. 

• Along with image or screenshot candidate is required to mention Full Name, Registration No., and Stage of 

CA curriculum in the mail. 

• Candidates are also required to mention all the answers to the riddles in the body of mail. 

• Winner shall be selected on basis of first come first basis whose solution is correct. 

• Winner shall be announced in next month newsletter. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

SOLUTION OF PREVIOUS MONTH RIDDLES 
 

  

mailto:wicasaahmedabad@icai.org
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Corporate News: Suzuki, the country’s largest car maker, will shut down units in Haryana 
to make oxygen gas available for medical needs 

SPECIAL PURPOSE 
ACQUISITION VEHICLES:  

A WAY OUT 
 

NAME - VEDANT KSHATRIYA (CA FINAL STUDENT) 
SRN - WRO0663254 

FIRM NAME - G.K. CHOKSI & CO. 

 

1. Introduction: 

What’s the connection between NBA Legend Shaquille O Neal, Tennis star Serena Williams, 
former Facebook executive, the owner of Social Capital and Silicon Valley Investor Chamath 
Palihapitiya and Indian media veteran Uday Shankar? 

The Answer: Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (“SPACs”). 

Companies have recently resorted to rather a bizarre yet an efficient way to raise money through 
the use of SPACs. News media has been covering SPACs rather incessantly. SPACs pop up in 
everyday discussion. So is it a new whim? What does it exactly mean? 

2. Meaning: 

SPACs are typically an investment structure or an entity or a blank check corporation which are 
setup specifically or specially for the purpose of making an acquisition or buyout. They are 
designed to take a company public without going through the traditional IPO process. According 
to U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC),  

“A SPAC is created specifically to pool funds in order to finance a merger or an acquisition 
opportunity within a set time frame. The opportunity usually is yet to be identified” 

2.1 How is a SPAC anyway different from an IPO? 
Finance usually tends to find ways to work around restrictions. Regulators have flexibility 
in determining the form of risk tolerance, but they ultimately cannot change its existence. 
Some market participants crave volatility and they will find it one way or the other.  
Similarly the regulators can make the listing 
process cumbersome by thrashing in the 
possible legal compliances, but there’s always a 
way out and that way out for the traditional IPO 
process is a SPAC. 
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Corporate News: RIL pared stake in Hathway cable, launched Rs.  442 crore OFS on April 26 

IPO pricing comes with risk on both sides i.e. The Company may list at a high price in such 
case the share price might soar on listing. This is what happened with WeWork. 

Case Study- WeWork’s IPO: A Fiasco1 
While WeWork was growing it started investing in small companies and in reality, these 
investments seemed like a waste of the investors’ money in the activities that were not 
related to the company. For example, Adam Neumann (Company’s CEO) invested in an 
“indoor wave-making” company while surfing with the owner. 

 
Things went south in August 2019 when WeWork announced that they will be filing for 
an IPO and it was during this time when investors actually got the data about the internal 
finances of the company. WeWork thought that the investors would just buy into the 
“buzz” logic and the IPO would be a hit, but unfortunately, that wasn’t the case. The 
prospectus also mentioned that the company CEO Adam Neumann who personally had 
the trademark of “We” sold it back to the company for $5.9mn, and when the founder is 
trying to get loose of his company assets, we know something is wrong. This hinted to the 
shareholders that the company leadership was trying to make themselves money rather 
than investing it for the company. 

 
The prospectus also reported huge losses in the past few months which said something 
was wrong with the valuation and working of the company. The investors deferred from 
showing interest in the IPO even after the company’s valuation was dropped down to 10-
12bn and in September 2019, the much-awaited IPO was postponed indefinitely. 
 
The board was very uncomfortable with this 
perception of WeWork in the market and in the same 
month, Adam Neumann resigned: in fact, along with 
the other board members he voted himself out. 

Or either the company may list at a low price, then in 
such case the share price may pop on the day of listing. 
This is what happened in case of AIR BNB. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Pitch Book-By The New York Times 

Source- Article of The New 
York Times dated 30.09.2019 
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Corporate News: Ant group exploring options for founder Jack Ma to divest his stake in the 
tech giant and give up control 

Thus, either way IPOs can be very risky, and this risk to a certain extent can be eliminated 
through the use of SPACs. 
 

2.2 Process of SPACs: From listing to takeover 
A SPAC flips around the traditional IPO process. Investors pool their money together first, 
with no idea what company they're investing in. The SPAC goes public as a shell company. 
The required disclosures are easier than those for a regular IPO, because a pile of money 
doesn't have any business operations to describe. 
Then, generally, the SPAC goes out and looks for a real company that wants to go public, 
and they merge together. The company gets the stock ticker and the pile of money much 
more quickly than through a normal IPO. The investors now own stock in a real company, 
not just a shell company. And the sponsor who put the work into organizing the SPAC gets 
a big chunk of the company as a reward. 

 

The entire process is illustrated through the use of chart here as under: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. SPACS in India: 

There has been no listing of SPACs in India till date. 
This is primarily to protect the interest of retail 
investors. The government feels that the Indian

Chart showing the mechanism of SPACs 
Source: ScienceDirect.com 
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Corporate News: Global banking behemoth Citibank exits consumer/retail operations in 13 
countries across Asia and Europe, including India. 

capital market is still relatively immature to handle the volatility that SPACs bring in. However 
therehave been several SPAC mergers in the country, like for instance in 2008 Trans- India 
Acquisition Corporation (TIL) a blank check firm backed by former ICICI Bank Chairman  N 
Vaghul announced its reverse merger with  Hyderabad based photovoltaic (PV). Wherein TIL 
acquired 80% stake for $375 million.2 
 

3.1 Laws affecting the formulation of SPACs in India 
 

a.  The Companies Act, 20133 
Attention is invited to Section 2(56) of The Companies Act, 2013 which states that 
“memorandum” means the memorandum of association of a company as originally 
framed or as altered from time to time in pursuance of any previous company law or 
of this Act.  
 
Further. As per Section 4(1)(c) of The Companies Act, 2013. The memorandum of a 
company shall state- The objects for which the company is proposed to be 
incorporated and any matter considered necessary in furtherance thereof. 
 
This is one of the most important road block in the formation of SPACs. As discussed  
above. The sole business of SPAC is to consummate a merger with another company. 
It does not intend to do any kind of business on its own. 
 
As per Section 248 of The Companies Act, 2013, the registrar can remove a company’s 
name from the registrar of companies if it has failed to commence its business within 
one year of its incorporation. The typical acquisition timeline of a SPAC is 18 to 24 
months. Thus, this clause presents a major hurdle to SPAC implementation. 
 

b. SEBI (Issue of Capital and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 20183 
Regulation 6 sets minimum eligibility conditions for a public offer. These require the 
issuer to have: 
(i) Net Tangible Assets of at least INR 3 crore in each of the three preceding three 

years ( The requirement of 50% to be held in monetary assets has been done 
away with in case the entire public offer is through sale) 

(ii) Net worth of at least INR 1 crore in each of the last three years. 
(iii) Average operating profit of at least INR 15 crore in each of the preceding three 

years, with operating profit in each of these preceding three years. 
 

It is easy to see that SPACs cannot meet any 
of these conditions. They do not have any 
operational profits or non-monetary 
tangible assets. Furthermore, even if the 
founders infuse monetary assets, most 
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Corporate News: HDFC bank Q4 net profit rises 18%; the lender’s board decided against 
declaring any dividend for FY21 in light of second COVID wave. 

SPACs cannot wait for three years before 
getting listed. 

c. The Prevention Of Money laundering Act, 2002 
As per Section 3 of The Prevention of Money laundering Act, 2002 : 
 
“Whosoever directly or indirectly attempts to indulge or knowingly assists or 
knowingly is a party or is actually involved in any process or activity connected with 
the proceeds of crime and projecting it as untainted property shall be guilty of offence 
of money-laundering.” 
 
The SPACs provide a lucrative opportunity to launder the money earned through 
illegal means and thus basically promote money laundering.  
 

3.2 Conclusion 

SPACs as an investment vehicle pose great opportunities for the mass investors to take 
part in the growth of small and mid-sized companies. As such, the regulatory environment 
needs to be made more conducive for the incorporation and operation of such entities. 
 
One of the most important factors that might guide the success or failure of SPACs would 
be investor’s awareness. Any SPAC issue would require extensive marketing campaign to 
make the investors aware of the attractiveness that SPACs bring in, in spite of the 
speculative nature of the company. 
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Mother is the heartbeat in the home; and without her, there seems to be no heartbeat 

ZIPPY ZONE – CROSSWORD 

Rules of Crossword 
• Solution of the Crossword shall be submitted by 10th of the month. 
• Only one mail from candidate shall be allowed. Repetitive mails from single candidate will amount to 

disqualification. 
• Solution shall be sent on Official Mail ID wicasaahmedabad@icai.org. 
• Subject line of such mail shall be “Solution of Crossword”. 
• Solution shall be either hand written in paper and then photo of such solution shall be shared through e-

mail or it can be solved on digital devices like Laptop, Mobile phones and like devices then screenshot of 
such solution shall be shared on mail. 

• Image or screenshot as may be applicable shall be clear and visible. 
• Along with image or screenshot candidate is required to mention Full Name, Registration No., and Stage of 

CA curriculum in the mail. 
• Also Answers to questions of crossword shall be mentioned in e-mail with corresponding question No. 

divided in two categories Up and Down. 
• Grammatical mistake and spelling mistakes while mentioning in mail will be considered and may amount 

to disqualification of answer. 
• Winner shall be selected on basis of first come first basis whose solution is correct. 
• Winner shall be announced in next month newsletter.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SOLUTION OF PREVIOUS MONTH CROSSWORD
 
 
 
  

Across 

2. Can change the world in a peaceful and positive way 

4. National Technology day marks the anniversary of 

____ nuclear tests of 1998 

6. Was the first World Laughter Day gathering outside 

India. 

8. World Hypertension Day is globally celebrated each 

year on May 17th. This year's theme is ____ 

10. ____ Day is the third highest selling holiday for 

flowers and plants. 

Down 

1. Mahavir was named as ____ by his parents – King 

Siddhartha and Queen Trisala 

3. The history of American Mother's Day starts with 

peacemaker 

5. Lord Mahavir lived in exile for 12 years as an ... 

7. One of the earliest Mother's Day celebrations was in 

Ancient ____ 

9. In 1998, World Laughter Day was created by Dr. 

Madan Kataria, founder of the worldwide Laughter ____ 

movement 

mailto:wicasaahmedabad@icai.org
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Corporate News: Cleartrip to retain brand entity even after Flipkart fully acquires it. 

 COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS 

SEC. 44AB VIS-À-VIS SEC. 44AD 

(AY 2021-22 ONWARDS) 
 

NAME - VINITA L BACHANI (CA FINAL STUDENT) 
SRN - WRO0598721 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Sometimes there might be confusion that whether a particular case is 
covered under tax audit u/s 44AB or whether the benefit of 
presumptive taxation scheme can be availed u/s 44AD (without being 
liable for tax audit). Thus, it becomes necessary to have proper 
understanding of both these sections. 
 

PURPOSE OF THIS ARTICLE 

This article is based on critical analysis of interrelation between section 44AD and section 44AB 
by citing various examples to gain conceptual understanding of these provisions. Let’s first 
understand these provisions individually, then will understand interrelation between them.    

 SECTION 44AB  

❖ INTRODUCTION   
There are various kind of audit conducted under different laws such as company law, cost 
audit, stock audit, etc. Tax Audit refers to examination or review of accounts of any 
business or profession carried out by taxpayers from income tax point of view and it 
comes within the purview of section 44AB.    
 

❖ OBJECTIVES   

• To ensure proper maintenance of books of accounts 

• Detailed examination of books of accounts by tax auditor and reporting of 
discrepancies and observations  

• To report compliance of various provisions  

• Verify depreciation calculation, deductions, 
exemptions claimed by assesse  

• To increase the efficiency of tax administration and 
to curb menace of tax evasion. 
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Corporate News: With DHFL buy, Piramal Capital to bring retail loan share to 75 from 11% 

❖ DETAILED ANALYSIS   
 

➢ 44AB(a)   
 

According to section 44AB(a) every person carrying on business is required to get the books of 
accounts audited if the total sales/turnover/gross receipt exceeds Rs.1crore in any previous year. 
An amendment was made in Finance Act 2020 in which the threshold limit for audit u/s 44AB has 
been increased from 1crore to 5crore for all the business entities.  
 
Again a proposal for amendment is made in Finance Bill 2021 in which threshold limit has been 
further increased to Rs.10crore.  
To avail the above benefit two conditions must be satisfied-  
   1) Cash receipts should be =< 5% of turnover/gross receipts, and  
   2) Cash payments should be =< 5% of total payments   
 
‘Aggregate of all receipts and aggregate of all payments’ includes-  
Sales and purchases, Addition of capital, Drawings, Payment of taxes, Repayment of loan, 
Purchase of fixed assets, etc.   
 
RECEIPTS:  
Includes 

➢ Sale of goods/services 
➢ Sale of Fixed Assets 
➢ Borrowings/Loans accepted 
➢ Contribution by partners/shareholders 
➢ Output Tax (Eg-GST collected from customer) 
➢ Receipts from Debtors 
➢ Advance received from customers 
➢ Amount received as Pure Agent (Eg- custom duty) 
➢ Sale of scrap 
➢ Sale of investments 
➢ Deposits received 

Excludes 
➢ Contra entries (cash withdrawn from Bank, cash deposited into bank) 
➢ Funds transferred from one Bank A/C to another Bank A/C 
➢ Capital introduced by Proprietor (Because entity and 

proprietor are one and same person) 
 

PAYMENTS: 
Includes 

➢ Purchases of goods/services 
➢ Expenses (Eg- Salary, Electricity, Insurance) 
➢ Purchase of Fixed Assets 
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➢ Amount paid as Pure Agent 
➢ Advance to Supplier 
➢ Input Tax paid ( Eg- GST on purchases/expenses) 
➢ Withdrawals by Partners 
➢ Payment to creditors 
➢ Repayment of Loan/Borrowings 
➢ Deposits made 

Excludes 
➢ Contra entries (cash withdrawn from Bank, cash deposited into bank) 
➢ Funds transferred from one Bank A/C to another Bank A/C 

 
KEY TAKEAWAY  

A person is not required to get books of accounts audited if both the conditions specified below 
are satisfied-  

1) 95% of business transactions are done through banking channels (i.e, for both Cash 
receipts/payments do not exceed 5% of total receipts or payments: 5% limit is to be 
satisfied individually for payments and receipts), and  

2) Total Turnover/Sales/Gross Receipts is up to Rs.10crore   
If any one of the above condition is not satisfied then, applicable threshold limit to business 
entities for conducting tax audit will be Rs.1crore.   
 
EXAMPLE  
M/S ABC Associates, a Partnership firm has turnover of Rs.12crore during PY 2020-21.  
Analysis: Then, it has to compulsorily get its books of accounts audited u/s 44AB as its turnover 
exceeds 10 crore (the answer will remain same in case of all assesse i.e whether the assesse is 
Individual, HUF, LLP or a company).   

EXAMPLE  
Mr.X , an Individual has turnover of Rs.4crore during PY 2020-21. The cash receipts are Rs.50Lakh 
and the cash payments are 2% of total payments.  
Analysis: Then, in this case Mr X will have to compulsorily get his books of accounts audited as 
one of the above conditions is not satisfied i.e, cash receipts exceed 5% of total turnover. 
[50lakh>(4crore*5%)=20Lakh].    
 
EXAMPLE:  
Mr.Z, an individual has turnover of Rs.8crore for PY 2020-21. The 
cash receipts are 4% of total receipts and rest 96% are received 
through digital mode. All payments are made by him in digital 
mode.  
Analysis: In the given case since both the conditions are satisfied 
(i.e, turnover is below 10 crore and more than 95% of  
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transactions are made in digital mode), hence, Mr Z is not required to get the books of accounts 
audited. 
 

❖ 44AB(e) 
 

Assesee is required to maintain books of accounts and get them audited if below conditions are 
satisfied  

1) 44AD(4) is applicable to assesee, and   
2) total income of assesee exceeds basic exemption limit.   

 
EXAMPLE 
Mr T, an individual has turnover Rs.1.8crore during PY2020-21. He had declared profit as per 
44AD in PY 2019-20. His income exceeds basic exemption limit in PY 2020-21.  
ANALYSIS: Now he falls within the purview of 44AD(4) as he had opted for 44AD last year. He has 
to declare profit as per 44AD (6%/8%) in PY 2020-21. If he doesn’t, then he will have to go for 
audit u/s 44AB(e).    

SECTION 44AD 

❖ BENEFITS   

• To reduce compliance burden and to give relief to small and medium sized taxpayers  

• Eligible assessee are not liable to maintain books of account regularly 

• They can declare profit as per prescribed rates  

• Also, they are not required to get their books of accounts audited  
  

❖ ELIGIBLE ASSESSEE
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❖ NON-APPLICABILITY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

❖ DETAILED ANALYSIS 
 

➢ 44AD(1):  DEEMED PROFIT @ 6%/8% 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXAMPLE  
Mr A carries on business and has turnover of Rs.1.2crore (cash 
receipts) during PY 2020-21. He declared profit of Rs.10,00,000. 
Analysis: He is eligible to opt for 44AD as his turnover is less than 
2crore.  
He has declared minimum profit of 8%of turnover. [10,00,000 
>9,60,000 (1.2crore*8%)]
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Hence, Assessee is not required to maintain books of accounts u/s 44AA and not required to get 
books of account audited u/s44AB. 
 

➢ 44AD(2): DEDUCTION U/S 30 TO 38 
 
Deduction u/s 30 to 38 cannot be availed.  
 
EXAMPLE: 
Assessee has incurred total expenses of Rs1,50,000 including salary, rent, repairs, salary, etc. and 
has declared profit as per 44AD. 
Then, he cannot claim deduction of these expenses under PGBP head. 
 

➢ 44AD(3): DEPRECIATION 
 

No separate deduction for depreciation u/s 32will be available. 
 
EXAMPLE:  
Mr.C is engaged in electronics business having turnover of Rs50lakh. He opts for 44AD scheme. 
Opening WDV of furniture (fixed asset) is Rs2,00,000 and depreciation @10% =20,000. 
 Now since he has opted for 44AD he cannot claim deduction of depreciation of Rs20,000. But 
for calculation of closing WDVof furniture, he will deduct Rs20000 from opening WDV. 
 

➢ 44AD(4): LOCK IN PERIOD 
 

Once the assesse opts out of 44AD in any previous year, then he/she cannot avail benefit u/s 
44AD for subsequent 5AY i.e. he/she needs to maintain books of accounts regularly and get them 
audited u/s 44AB. 
 
EXAMPLE 
If Mr.B opts for 44AD in AY 2018-19. He does not opt for 44AD in AY 2019-20.  
Now, he becomes ineligible and cannot opt for44AD for next 5AY i.e from AY 2020-21to AY 2024-
25. 
 

➢ 44AD(5): MANDATORY AUDIT 
 

Assesee is required to maintain books of accounts and get them 
audited if below conditions are satisfied- 
1) 44AD (4) is applicable to assesee, and  
2) total income of assesee exceeds basic exemption limit. 
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EXAMPLE
 
Mr T, an individual has turnoverRs.1.8croreduring PY2020-21. He had declared profit as per 44AD 
in PY 2019-20.His income exceeds basic exemption limitin PY 2020-21. 
Analysis: Now he falls within the purview of 44AD(4) as he had opted for 44AD last year. He has 
to declare profit as per 44AD (6%/8%) in PY 2020-21. If he doesn’t, then he will have to go for 
audit u/s 44AB(e). 

FAQs 
 
Q1. Whether an eligible assesse filing his return of income for the first time mandatorily required 
to declare profits as per section 44AD or otherwise get his accounts audited? 

Ans: No. In case of a new assessee we have the option to file return not in accordance with 
provisions of Section 44AD. In which case, we will refer to section 44AB and if his turnover is 
lower than the limits of Rs.1Crore/10Crores as applicable, he shall not be required to get his 
books of accounts audited and shall have the same option again in the next assessment year since 
he never opted out of section 44AD. 
 
Q2. Assessee is engaged in 3 types of businesses. Can he opt for 44AD for one business and Audit 
u/s 44AB for other two businesses? 

Ans: No. Once 44AB is applicable on one business, it will be applicable on all businesses and 
accounts have to be audited for both the businesses. It is assessee wise not business wise. 
Turnover of all businesses is to be clubbed to determine turnover limits. 
 

SECTION 44AB vs SECTION 44AD 

If person opts for 44AD and below two conditions are satisfied then 44AB audit is not required- 
 1) Turnover <= Rs.2 crore, and 
 2) Profit declared by assessee is atleast (6%/8% as the case may be) of total turnover. 
We can say that 44AD has overriding effect over 44AB 
 
EXAMPLE 
Mr E, an individual has turnover of Rs.1.7crore (all receipts are through banking channel) during 
PY 2020-21 and has opted for 44AD. And he declares profit >=6% of total turnover. Then, he is 
not required to get books of accounts audited as he has declared minimum 6% profit 
 
EXAMPLE 
Mr Q, an individual carrying on business has turnover of 
Rs1.5crore (all receipts through ECS) during PY 2020-21 and he 
declares profit Rs.7,00,000. He had opted for 44AD in PY 2019-
20.
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Analysis: In given example, turnover of assesee is upto 2crore so he will be eligible for 44AD. But 
since he didn’t declare minimum 6%of profit[7Lakh<(1.5crore*6%)=9Lakh], he will have to 
mandatorily get books of accounts audited as per 44AB(e), irrespective of whether cash receipts 
and payments are less than 5% of total receipts/payment because provisions of 44AD(4) will 
apply. 
 
EXAMPLE 
Q carries on business and his total turnover from the business is Rs.1.7Cr.He opted for 44AD and 
declared profit of Rs.10lakhbut now he is thinking to avail the benefit of 10crore limit. 
 Analysis: According to 44AB(e), assessee who has opted for 44AD, the applicable turnover limit 
for them is Rs.2crore. So, in crux, that benefit of 10crore limit is not applicable to the assesse 
opting for44AD. In the above question, assessee has opted for 44AD but now his profit is less 
than 8% of the turnover and assessee is thinking to avail the benefit of 10crore limit. As per the 
provisions, the assessees who has opted for 44AD, they can’t take the benefit of 10crore limit 
but practically, the assessee is now out from 44AD which means now he is free from the limit of 
2crore. So, can’t he avail the benefit of 10crore limit? It’s a confusing point. The answer is No 
because Assessee who opts out of 44AD before completion of 5 years, he has to maintain books 
and get them audited irrespective of his turnover for the next 5 years. so, he can’t take the benefit 
of 5crore limit of 44AB as he will continue to be bound by the provisions of 44AD for the next 5 
years. 
 
EXAMPLE 
Turnover of the assessee is Rs.60Lakhs, Profit from business is Rs.2Lakhs and Assessee has not 
opted for presumptive taxation in any of the five preceding previous years. 
Analysis: In the given case the turnover of the assessee is less than Rs.1Crore hence, the assessee 
shall not be liable for tax audit u/s 44AB(a). Also, the assessee has not declared profits as per 
presumptive taxation scheme in any of the five preceding years, hence he shall not be liable for 
tax audit u/s 44AB(e) r.w.s 44AD(4). 
 
EXAMPLE 
Turnover of assesse is Rs.3.5crore, cash receipts are Rs.5Lakhand there are no cash payments. 
Profit from business is Rs.2Lakh. 
Analysis: Since turnover of assesse is more than 2crore, 44AD will not be applicable. Since cash 
receipts and payments are upto 5% of total receipts and payments, hence tax audit u/s 44AB(a) 
will not be applicable. 
 
The table given below summarizes linkage between 44AB and 
44AD. 1st table is for companies and LLP and 2nd table is for 
Individual, HUF and Partnership Firm. 
“Yes”, “No” indicates that whether the condition stated in 
column no. 1 (Particulars) of the table is fulfilled or not “NA” 
means Not Applicable i.e, the condition does not apply to a 
particular case
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“Audit Required?” is based on whether the given conditions (6/8) are fulfilled or not. 

 FOR COMPANIES/LLP 

S No PARTICULARS (Conditions) CASE-1 CASE-2 CASE-3 

1 Turnover>1crore Yes Yes Yes 

2 Turnover=<10crore Yes Yes - 

3 Turnover>10rcore No No Yes 

4 44AD applicable? NA NA NA 

5 Income exceeds basic exemption limit NA NA NA 

6 >= 95% digital transactions No Yes Yes/No 

     

Ans. Audit u/s 44AB required? Yes No Yes 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 
Tax laws are a part of dynamic laws and always keep on 
changing. Not only amendments but its interpretation and 
meaning also keep changing making it imperative for taxpayers 
to keep a constant track of it on an ongoing basis.

 FOR INDIVIDUALS, HUF AND PARTNERSHIP FIRMS (EXCEPT LLP) 

No PARTICULARS 
(Conditions) 

CASE-1 CASE-2 CASE-3 CASE-4 CASE-5 CASE-6 CASE-7 CASE-8 

          

1 T/O =< 1crore Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes/No No 

2 T/O=<10crore - - - Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

3 T/O>10crore - - - - - - - Yes 

4 >95% digital 
transactions 

Yes/No Yes/No Yes/No Yes/No Yes/No Yes No Yes/No 

5 Income exceeds 
basic exemption 
limit 

Yes Yes No Yes/No Yes/No Yes/No Yes/No Yes/No 

6 Eligible for 
44AD? 
(T/O<=2crore) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No 

7 44AD(4) 
applicable? 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes NA NA NA 

8 Profit 
declared>=6%/8
% 

Yes No Yes/No Yes No NA NA NA 

          

Ans Audit Required? No Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes 
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ZIPPY ZONE – WORD SEARCH 

Rules for Word Search 
• Solution of the Word Search shall be submitted by 10th of the month. 

• Only one mail from candidate shall be allowed. Repetitive mails from single candidate will amount to 
disqualification. 

• Solution shall be sent on Official Mail ID wicasaahmedabad@icai.org. 

• Subject line of such mail shall be “Solution of Word Search”. 

• Solution shall be either hand written in paper and then photo of such solution shall be shared through e-
mail or it can be solved on digital devices like Laptop, Mobile phones and like devices then screenshot of 
such solution shall be shared on mail. 

• Image or screenshot as may be applicable shall be clear and visible. 

• Along with image or screenshot candidate is required to mention Full Name, Registration No., and Stage of 
CA curriculum in the mail. 

• Candidates are also required to mention all the words that he/she found in the body of mail. 

• Winner shall be selected on basis of first come first basis whose solution is correct. 

• Winner shall be announced in next month newsletter. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 

SOLUTION OF PREVIOUS MONTH WORDSEARCH 

  

Find as many 
as Financial 

Management 
related terms 

mailto:wicasaahmedabad@icai.org
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REFUND OF UNUTILIZED ITC

 

 
NAME - HIREN KANTILAL SONI (CA FINAL STUDENT) 

SRN - WRO0668822 
FIRM NAME - KHANDHAR MEHTA AND SHAH & CO. 

 

 

Generally in Following Situation Registered person may avail Refund of Unutilised ITC or 

Accumulated input tax credit:  

1. Refund of unutilized ITC on account of exports   

without payment of tax 

2. Refund of unutilized ITC on account of Supplies 

made to SEZ units/developer without payment of tax 

3. Refund of ITC unutilized on account of 

accumulation due to inverted tax structure 

 

Here, first focus on Refund of ITC on Export of 

Goods & Services without Payment of Tax that is Export under Letter of undertaking (LUT). 

 

A. Eligible Person Refund of Accumulated ITC 
 

According to section 54(3) of CGST act2017 a registered person may claim refund of any 

unutilized input tax credit at the end of any tax period if:- 

• zero rated supplies made without payment of tax or 

• where the credit has accumulated on account of Inverted duty structure 

Provided further that no refund of unutilized input tax credit shall be allowed in cases where the 

goods exported out of India are subjected to export duty. 

Provided also that no refund of input tax credit shall be allowed, if the supplier of 

Goods or services or both avails of drawback in respect of central tax or claims refund 

of the integrated tax paid on such supplies. 

 

Zero Rated Supply  

 

(1) “zero rated supply” means any of the following supplies of 

goods or services 

or both, namely: 

(a) Export of goods or services or both; or
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(b) supply of goods or services or both to a Special Economic Zone developer 

or a Special Economic Zone unit. 

 

1. “Export of goods” means taking goods out of India to a place outside India; 

2. “Export of services” means the supply of any service when, - 

• The supplier of service is located in India; 

• The recipient of service is located outside India; 

• The place of supply of service is outside India; 

• The payment for such service has been received by the supplier of service in 

convertible foreign exchange, however it is permitted by RBI the requirement of 

foreign currency remittance is not required in case of export of services to Nepal or 

Bhutan; and  

• The supplier of service and the recipient of service are not merely establishments 

of a distinct person in accordance with Explanation 1 in section 8 of IGST act, 

2017. 

 

B. Calculation of Amount of Refund 
 

Before filing an application, we need to calculate the amount of refund which is Eligible for refund. 

For finding an Amount of maximum refund formula given in rule 89(4) of CGST Rule, 2017 which 

is as under:- 

 

Refund Amount = (Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods + Turnover of zero-rated supply 

of services) x Net ITC ÷Adjusted Total Turnover 

 

Here, 

Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods” means the value of zero-rated supply of goods made 

during the relevant period without payment of tax under bond or letter of undertaking or the value 

which is 1.5 times the value of like goods domestically supplied by the same or, similarly 

placed, supplier, as declared by the supplier, whichever is less, other than the turnover of 

supplies in respect of which refund is claimed under sub-rules (4A) or (4B) or both defined under 

the rule 89(4)(c) of CGST act, 2017. 
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Calculation of Zero Rates Supply of Goods:- 

 
 

"Turnover of zero-rated supply of services" means the value of zero-rated supply of services 

made without payment of tax under bond or letter of undertaking, calculated in the following 

manner:- 

 

Calculation of Zero Rates Supply of Services:- 

 
 

Note: it is the Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods + Turnover of zero-rated supply of 

services which is shown in table 3.1 (B) of form GSTR 3B. 

 

“Adjusted Total Turnover” means the sum total of the value of-  

(a) Aggregate value of all taxable supplies (excluding the value of inward supplies on which tax 

is payable by a person on RCM), 

(b) exempt supplies made within a State or Union territory by a taxable person and 

(c) exports of goods or services or both and inter-State supplies of goods or services or both made 

from the State or Union territory by the said taxable person 

  But exclude  

(a) central tax, State tax, Union territory tax, integrated 

tax and cess, 

(b) the turnover of services; and  

(c) the value of exempt supplies other than zero-rated 

supplies. 

(d) the turnover of supplies in respect of which refund is 

claimed under sub-rule (4A) or sub-  rule (4B) or 

both, if any  

It should include  

Discription Amount (Rs.)

Supply of Zero rated Goods during Relevant period xxx

1.5 times  the value of like goods domestically supplied by the same or, similarly 

placed, supplier, as declared by the supplier
xxx

Whichever is lower xxx

Discription Amount (Rs.)

Zero rated Services during Relevant period xxx

Payments received during the relevant period for zero-rated supply of services xxx

Whichever is lower xxx

Add : zero-rated supply of services where supply has been completed for which

           payment had been received in advance in any period prior to the relevant 

           period
x  

Less :advances received for zero-rated supply of services for which the supply of 

           services has not been completed during the relevant period x   

Turnover of zero-rated supply of services xxx
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(a) The turnover of zero-rated supply of services determined in terms of Section 2(6) of IGST 

act, 2017. 

 

Calculation of Adjusted Turnover for Relevant period 

 

 

 “Net ITC" means input tax credit availed on inputs and input services during the relevant 

period other than the input tax credit availed for which refund is claimed under sub-rules (4A) 

or (4B) or both. 

 

Calculation of Net ITC:- 

Net Input tax credit IGST CGST SGST Total 

ITC on Capital Goods (A)  x   x   x   xxx  

ITC on inputs and input services (Less Ineligible ITC) 

(B) 
 x   x   x   xxx  

Total ITC Availed (C)=(A)-(B)  XX   XX   XX   XXX  

LESS: Capital Goods (A)  (x)   (x)   (x)   (xx)  

LESS: Not reflected in GSTR 2A (D)  (x)   (x)   (x)   (xx)  

LESS: input tax credit availed for which refund is 

claimed under sub-rules (4A) or (4B) or both. (E) 
 (x)   (x)   (x)   (xx)  

Net ITC Available for refund (F) = (C) - [(A) + (D) 

+(E)] 
XXX XXX XXX XXX 

 

For calculation of Amount of Maximum refund, we need 

to use the formula given in Rule 89(4) of CGST act, 

2017. 

Refund Amount = (Turnover of zero-rated supply of 

goods + Turnover of zero-rated supply of services) x 

Net ITC ÷Adjusted Total Turnover 

 

Description Amount(Rs.) 

Taxable Intra state supplies x 

Taxable Interstate supplies (excl. supplies made to SEZ) x 

Exempt supplies x 

Export/SEZ Turnover of goods x 

Export/SEZ Turnover of service x 

less: CGST/SGST/IGST/UTGST (if incl. above) (x) 

Total Turnover xxxx 

less: Exempt supplies (x) 

Less: Turnover of supplies in respect of which refund is 

claimed under rule 89(4A) or (4B) or both. 
(x) 

Adjusted Total Turnover xxx 
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Maximum refund may be allowed in respective head of tax is the lower of the balance on date 

of filing an application and date of end of the period for which refund is claimed. 

 

Credit Available for refund IGST CGST 
SGS

T 

Balance in Credit Ledger at the end of tax period for which 

refund is claimed (A) 
 xx   xx   xx  

Balance in Credit ledger as on date of filing Refund claim(B)  xx   xx   xx  

Available Credit for refund {Lower of (A) and (B)}  xx   xx   xx  

 

Eligible amount of refund 

 First avail the refund of IGST and after utilized the CGST and SGST refund in any manner 

and accordingly get the refund of respective head of tax. 

Remember that maximum refund amount shall be amount derived under rule 89(4) of CGST 

act, 2017. 

 

C. Analysis of amount of Refund 
 

One of the important question in our mind when I file application for refund and for how much 

time period for the same. Generally, it’s may be filed Yearly but we understand the month or 

quarterly or even half yearly application for refund is beneficial for Applicant  

That benefit is higher amount of refund as compare to yearly refund. 

 

Let’s first calculate yearly maximum amount of refund with some figures yearly Data of the 

Applicant. 

 

Total Adjusted 

Turnover 

Zero 

Rates 

Supply  

Net ITC 

Available 

Maximum Refund 

Available 

1025 500 173                         84.39  

 

 

Maximum Refund Amount     = 500/1025*173  

                                              = 84.39 

 

We have earlier discussed that if applicant file monthly, 

quarterly or half yearly then amount of refund will be 

more than yearly application.  

 

So let’s understand that workings that higher amount of 

refund how will get through calculation of monthly 

Refund.  
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Month 
Adjusted 

Turnover 

Zero 

Rates 

Supply  

Net ITC 

Available 

Maximum Refund 

Available 

April  

                 

100.00  

   

15.00  

               

18.00  

                                   

2.70  

May 

                   

90.00  

   

20.00  

               

25.00  

                                   

5.56  

June 

                   

80.00  

   

70.00  

               

25.00  

                                 

21.88  

July 

                   

85.00  

   

70.00  

               

20.00  

                                 

16.47  

August 

                   

95.00  

     

5.00  

                  

5.00  

                                   

0.26  

September 

                   

80.00  

   

65.00  

               

15.00  

                                 

12.19  

October 

                   

50.00  

     

5.00  

               

10.00  

                                   

1.00  

November 

                   

40.00  

   

40.00  

                  

5.00  

                                   

5.00  

December 

                 

120.00  

 

100.00  

                  

5.00  

                                   

4.17  

January 

                 

150.00  

 

100.00  

               

25.00  

                                 

16.67  

February 

                   

45.00            -    

                  

5.00  

                                        

-    

March 

                   

90.00  

   

10.00  

               

15.00  

                                   

1.67  

Total 

             

1,025.00  

 

500.00  

             

173.00  

                                 

87.55  

 

Here in Above table show that we file monthly application then we get every month payment of 

refund and which is more than amount of yearly refund which excess amount is Rs.3.16 (87.55-

84.39) 
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Eligible amount of refund 

 

Maximum Eligible refund  IGST  CGST SGST Total 

Balance in Credit Ledger at the end of tax 

period for which refund is claimed (A) 
50.00 40.00 35.00 125.00 

Balance in Credit ledger as on date of filing 

Refund claim(B) 
35.00 55.00 20.00 110.00 

Available Credit for refund {Lower of (A) 

and (B)} 
35.00 40.00 20.00 95.00 

Maximum refund that is admissible 35.00 40.00 12.55 87.55 

 

In above example the final refund Order amount is refund of Rs.35.00 of IGST, Rs.40 od CGST 

and Rs.12.55 of SGST. After examining the application and all the document attached with 

application and may demand other additional document as may be deem fit and after examining 

the documents, he may approve the refund in Form RFD-06 and make payment order in Form 

RFD-05. 

However proper officer may give the refund on provisional in Form RFD-04 amount may be 

a 90% of the total amount of the refund. 

 

D. Period for filing application 
 

It means last date of filing application for refund for the period which supply occurred. 

Relevant date” means. 

(a) in the case of goods exported out of India  

• if the goods are exported by sea or air, the date on which the ship or the aircraft in which 

such goods are loaded, leaves India; or 

• if the goods are exported by land, the date on which such goods pass the frontier; or 

• if the goods are exported by post, the date of dispatch of goods by the Post Office concerned 

to a place outside India. 

(b) in the case of supply of goods regarded as deemed exports where a refund of tax paid is 

available in respect of the goods, the date on which the return relating to such deemed exports 

is furnished. 

(c) in the case of services exported out of India where a refund of tax paid 

Is available in respect of services themselves or, as the case may be, the inputs. 

or input services used in such services, the date of: - 

• receipt of payment in convertible foreign exchange, 

were the supply of services had been completed prior 

to the receipt of such payment or 

• issue of invoice, where payment for the services had 

been received. 

in advance prior to the date of issue of the invoice. 
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Corporate News: Indian companies BYJU’S and JIO Platforms have 
featured in the list of 100 Most Influential Companies for the first time. 

E. Application for Refund 
 

1. Process of filing an application 

      Application shall be file in form RFD-01. 
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Corporate News: JSW Steel to supply 1000 tonnes of oxygen per 
day from May 2021. The total supply by company during April is around 20,000 
tonnes from all its plants. 

 

 

Enter   the Amount of 
Refund under Respective 
Head 

Select 
the Bank 
Account 

Attach the all declaration as stated below. 
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Corporate News: Rahul Bajaj resigns as Bajaj Auto Chairman after 
49 years of service. Niraj Bajaj to be named as the next chairman. 

Statements/declarations/undertakings/certificates and other supporting documents to be 

provided along with the refund application in case of exports without payment of tax: - 

A. Declaration under second and third proviso to section 54(3) 

B. Undertaking in relation to sections16(2)(c) and section 42(2) 

C. Statement 3 under rule 89(2)(b) and rule89(2)(c) 

D. Statement 3A under rule 89(4) 

E. Copy of GSTR-2A of the relevant period 

F. Statement of invoices (Annexure-B) 

G. Self-certified copies of invoices entered in Annexure-B whose details are not found in 

GSTR-2A of the relevant period 

H. BRC/FIRC in case of export of services and shipping bill (only in case of exports made 

through non-EDI ports) in case of goods. 

Statement of invoices to be submitted with application for refund of unutilized ITC :- 

Format of Annexure B:- 
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No language can express the power and beauty and heroism of a mother’s love. 

ZIPPY ZONE – SUDOKU 

Rules for Sudoku 
• Solution of the Sudoku shall be submitted by 10th of the 

month. 

• Only one mail from candidate shall be allowed. 
Repetitive mails from single candidate will amount to 
disqualification. 

• Solution shall be sent on Official Mail ID 
wicasaahmedabad@icai.org. 

• Subject line of such mail shall be “Solution of Sudoku”. 

• Solution shall be either hand written in paper and then 
photo of such solution shall be shared through e-mail or 
it can be solved on digital devices like Laptop, Mobile 
phones and like devices then screenshot of such solution 
shall be shared on mail. 

• Image or screenshot as may be applicable shall be clear 
and visible. 

• Along with image or screenshot candidate is required to 
mention Full Name, Registration No., and Stage of CA 
curriculum in the mail.  

• Winner shall be selected on basis of first come first basis 
whose solution is correct. 

• Winner shall be announced in next month newsletter. 

 

 

 

SOLUTION OF PREVIOUS MONTH SUDOKU 

 

  

mailto:wicasaahmedabad@icai.org
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To the world, you are a mother, but to your family, you are the world 

LEXICON  
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To the world, you are a mother, but to your family, you are the world 

DUE DATES FOR THE MONTH OF MAY 2021 

Category Form Description Due Date 

GujRERA 
Quarterly 
Return 

In case of Promoter: Quarterly Return for 
Project to be filled with 7 days from the end of 
the Quarter allocated by RERA Authority 

7-May-21 

Income Tax 
- TDS/TCS 

Challan No. 
ITNS-281 

For deposit of Tax deducted/collected for the 
month of April, 2021. 

7-May-21 

Goods & 
Service Tax 
- TDS/TCS 

GSTR-7 
Return to be filed by every person who is 
required to deduct Tax at Source (TDS) for the 
month of April,2021. 

10-May-21 

Goods & 
Service Tax 
- TDS/TCS 

GSTR8 
Return to be filed by every E-commerce operator 
who is required to deduct Tax Collected at 
Source (TCS) for the month of April,2021. 

10-May-21 

Goods and 
service tax  

GSTR1  
Return of Outward Supplies- Monthly Return. 

11-May-21 

Goods and 
service tax  

INVOICE 
FURNISHING 
FACILITY 

Return of Outward Supplies- Quarterly Return 
(QRMP SCHEME). 13-May-21 

Goods & 
Service Tax 

GSTR-6 
Return to be filed by Input Service Distributor for 
the month of April,2021. 

13-May-21 

Provident 
Fund 

ECR 
PF Payment for April,2021. 

15-May-21 

Professional 
Tax 

PT 
Professional Tax Payment for April,2021. 

15-May-21 

ESIC Tax ESI Challan ESIC Payment for April,2021. 15-May-21 

Income Tax  Form 27EQ 
Quarterly statement of TCS deposited for the 
quarter ending March 31, 2021. 

15-May-21 

Income Tax  24G 

Due date for furnishing of Form 24G by an office 
of the Government where TDS/TCS for the 
month of April, 2021 has been paid without the 
production of a challan. 

15-May-21 

Goods & 
Service Tax 

GSTR-5 & 5A 
Monthly Return by Non-resident taxable person 
for April,2021. 

20-May-21 

Goods & 
Service Tax 

GSTR-3B 
Return to be filed by registered persons having 
turnover exceeding Rs. 5 crore for the month of 
April,2021. 

20-May-21 

Goods & 
Service Tax 

GSTR-3B 

Return to be filed by registered person having a 
turnover of upto Rs. 5 Crores in the previous 
financial year for the month of   April,2021. 

22-May-21 
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Maa...Everything I am, you helped me to be 

MCA Form 11 
Filling of Form 11 - Annual Return by LLP for F.Y. 
2020-21 

30-May-21 

MCA Form PAS 6 
Filling of half yearly Reconciliation of Share 
Capital Audit Report in Form PAS 6 by unlisted 
public companies 

30-May-21 

Income Tax Form 49C 
Submission of a statement by non-resident 
having a liaison office in India for the financial 
year 2020-21 

30-May-21 

Income Tax 26QB 
Due date for furnishing of challan-cum-
statement in respect of tax deducted under 
section 194-IA in the month of April, 2021 

30-May-21 

Income Tax 26QC 
Due date for furnishing of challan-cum-
statement in respect of tax deducted under 
Section 194-IB in the month of April, 2021 

30-May-21 

Income Tax 26QD 
Due date for furnishing of challan-cum-
statement in respect of tax deducted under 
Section 194M in the month of April, 2021 

30-May-21 

Income Tax 
Form 26Q & 
24Q 

Quarterly statement of TDS deposited for the 
quarter ending March 31, 2021 

31-May-21 

Income Tax Form 61A 

Due date for furnishing of statement of financial 
transactionas required to be furnished under 
sub-section (1) of section 285BA of the Act 
respect of a financial year 2020-21 

31-May-21 

Income Tax Form 61B 

Due date for e-filing of annual statement of 
reportable accounts as required to be furnished 
under section 285BA(1)(k)  for calendar year 
2020 by reporting financial institutions 

31-May-21 

WALL OF FAME 

 

NAME: DISHA JAIN 

SRN: CRO0607196 

CA FINAL STUDENT 

WINNERS OF ZIPPY ZONE- APRIL,2021 

NAME: JENILKUMAR SHAH  

SRN: WRO0655927 

CA FINAL STUDENT 

NAME: MIHIR SHAH  

SRN: WRO0690886 

CA INTERMEDIATE STUDENT 
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There is only one pretty child in the world, and every mother has it 

PAST ACTIVITIES 

 

G 
S 
T 

SERIES 
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Mothers hold their children’s hands for a short while, but their hearts forever 
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The loveliest masterpiece of the heart of god is the heart of a mother 
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Youth fades; love droops; the leaves of friendship fall; A mother’s secret hope outlives them all 

WhatsApp Image 2021-04-30 at 11.49.49 AM 
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A mother understands what a child does not say 
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There is no role in life that is more essential than that of motherhood 
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Life began with waking up and loving my mother’s face 
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Motherhood: All love begins and ends there 

FUTURE ACTIVITIES 
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Mother: the most beautiful word on the lips of mankind 
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Motherhood: All love begins and ends there 

 


